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Dark pion DM: 
WIMP vs. SIMP ?
Pyungwon Ko (KIAS)
SM Chapter is being closed
• SM has been tested at quantum level
• EWPT favors light Higgs boson
• CKM paradigm is working very well so far
• LHC found a SM-Higgs like boson around 
125 GeV
• No smoking gun for new physics at LHC so far
Marco Ciuchini Page 13KEK-FF 2013
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Overall features of EWPT
Measurement Fit |Omeas−Ofit|/σmeas
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
Δαhad(mZ)
(5) 0.02758 ± 0.00035 0.02766
mZ [GeV] 91.1875 ± 0.0021 91.1874
ΓZ [GeV] 2.4952 ± 0.0023 2.4957
σhad [nb]
0 41.540 ± 0.037 41.477
Rl 20.767 ± 0.025 20.744
Afb
0,l 0.01714 ± 0.00095 0.01640
Al(Pτ) 0.1465 ± 0.0032 0.1479
Rb 0.21629 ± 0.00066 0.21585
Rc 0.1721 ± 0.0030 0.1722
Afb
0,b 0.0992 ± 0.0016 0.1037
Afb
0,c 0.0707 ± 0.0035 0.0741
Ab 0.923 ± 0.020 0.935
Ac 0.670 ± 0.027 0.668
Al(SLD) 0.1513 ± 0.0021 0.1479
sin2θeff
lept(Qfb) 0.2324 ± 0.0012 0.2314
mW [GeV] 80.392 ± 0.029 80.371
ΓW [GeV] 2.147 ± 0.060 2.091
mt [GeV] 171.4 ± 2.1 171.7
Beyond Standard Model – p. 44/??
Almost Perfect !
EWP  & CKM
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The New Minimal Standard Model
Hooman Davoudiasl, Ryuichiro Kitano, Tianjun Li, and Hitoshi Murayama∗
School of Natural Sciences, Institute for Advanced Study, Einstein Drive, Princeton, NJ 08540, USA
(Dated: May 11, 2004)
We construct the New Minimal Standard Model that incorporates the new discoveries of physics beyond
the Minimal Standard Model (MSM): Dark Energy, non-baryonic Dark Matter, neutrino masses, as well as
baryon asymmetry and cosmic inflation, adopting the principle of minimal particle content and the most general
renormalizable Lagrangian. We base the model purely on empirical facts rather than aesthetics. We need only
six new degrees of freedom beyond the MSM. It is free from excessive flavor-changing effects, CP violation,
too-rapid proton decay, problems with electroweak precision data, and unwanted cosmological relics. Any
model of physics beyond the MSM should be measured against the phenomenological success of this model.
The last several years have brought us revolutionary new
insights into fundamental physics: the discovery of Dark En-
ergy, neutrino masses and bi-large mixings, a solid case for
non-baryonic Dark Matter, and mounting evidence for cosmic
inflation. It is now clear that the age-tested Minimal Standard
Model (MSM) is incomplete and needs to be expanded.
There exist many possible directions to go beyond the
MSM: supersymmetry, extra dimensions, extra gauge symme-
tries (e.g., grand unification), etc. They are motivated to solve
aesthetic and theoretical problems of the MSM, but not nec-
essarily to address empirical problems. It is embarrassing that
all currently proposed frameworks have some phenomenolog-
ical problems, e.g., excessive flavor-changing effects, CP vio-
lation, too-rapid proton decay, disagreement with electroweak
precision data, and unwanted cosmological relics.
In this letter, we advocate a different and conservative ap-
proach to physics beyond the MSM. We include the minimal
number of new degrees of freedom to accommodate convinc-
ing (e.g.,> 5σ) evidence for physics beyond the MSM. We do
not pay attention to aesthetic problems, such as fine-tuning,
the hierarchy problem, etc. We stick to the principle of min-
imality seriously to write down the Lagrangian that explains
everything we know. We call such a model the New Minimal
Standard Model (NMSM). In fact, the MSM itself had been
constructed in this spirit, and it is a useful exercise to follow
through with the same logic at the advent of the major dis-
coveries we have witnessed. Of course, we require it to be a
consistent Lorentz-invariant renormalizable four-dimensional
quantum field theory, the way the MSM was constructed.
We should not forget that the MSM is a tremendous success
of the twentieth century physics. It is a gauge theory based
on the SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge group, has three
generations of quarks and leptons, one doublet Higgs boson,
and a completely general renormalizable Lagrangian one can
write down. We also add classical gravity for completeness.
The Lagrangian can be written down in a few lines (we omit
the metric factor√−g):
LMSM = − 1
2g2s
TrGµνG
µν − 1
2g2
TrWµνW
µν
− 1
4g′2
BµνB
µν + i
θ
16π2
TrGµνG˜
µν +M2PlR
+|DµH |2 + Q¯iiD̸Qi + U¯iiD̸Ui + D¯iiD̸Di
+L¯iiD̸Li + E¯iiD̸Ei − λ
2
(
H†H − v
2
2
)2
−
(
hijuQiUjH˜ + h
ij
d QiDjH + h
ij
l LiEjH + c.c.
)
.(1)
Here, MPl = 2.4× 1018 GeV is the reduced Planck constant,
H˜ = iσ2H∗, and i, j = 1, 2, 3 are generation indices. It
is quite remarkable that the nineteen physically independent
parameters in these few lines explain nearly all phenomena
we have observed in our universe.
Using the principle of minimal particle content, we attempt
to construct the NMSM. It is supposed to be the complete the-
ory up to the Planck scale unless experiments guide us oth-
erwise. What is such a theory? We claim we need only four
new particles beyond the MSM to construct the NMSM, two
Majorana spinors and two real scalars, or six degrees of free-
dom. Note that all components we add to the MSM had been
used elsewhere in the literature. What is new in our model is
that (1) it is inclusive, namely it covers all the recent impor-
tant discoveries listed below, and (2) it is consistent, namely
that different pieces do not conflict with each other or with the
empirical constraints. Even though the latter may not appear
an important point, it is worth recalling that incorporating two
attractive ideas often leads to tensions and/or conflict, e.g.,
supersymmetry and electroweak baryogenesis because of the
constraints from the electric dipole moments, axion dark mat-
ter and string theory because of the cosmological overabun-
dance, leptogenesis and supersymmetry because of the grav-
itino problem, etc. We find it remarkable and encouraging that
none of the elements we add to the MSM cause tensions nor
conflicts which we will verify explicitly in the letter.
What physics do we need to incorporate into the NMSM
that is lacking in the MSM? Here is the list:
• Dark Matter has been suggested as a necessary ingredient
of cosmology for various reasons. There is now compelling
evidence for a non-baryonic matter component [1].
• Dark Energy is needed based on the concordance of data
from cosmic microwave anisotropy [1], galaxy clusters (see,
e.g., [2]), and high-redshift Type-IA supernovae [3, 4].
• Atmospheric [5] and solar neutrino oscillations [6] have
been established, with additional support from reactor anti-
neutrinos [7], demonstrating neutrino masses and mixings.
• The cosmic baryon asymmetry η = nB/s = 9.2+0.6−0.4 ×
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SM Lagr ngia
Based on local gauge pri cipl
• Only Higgs (~SM) and Nothing 
Else So Far at the LHC 
• Nature is described by Local 
Gauge Theories 
• All the observed particles 
carry some gauge charges (no 
gauge singlets observed so far)
Motivations for BSM
• Neutrino masses and mixings
• Baryogenesis
• Inflation (inflaton)
• Nonbaryonic DM
• Origin of EWSB and Cosmological Const ?
Leptogenesis
Starobinsky & Higgs Inflations
Many candidates
Can we attack these problems ?
?
Maybe it is right time to 
think about what LHC and 
Planck data tell us about 
New Physics@EW scale
Origin of EWSB ?
• LHC discovered a scalar ~ SM Higgs boson
• This answers the origin of EWSB within the 
SM in terms of the Higgs VEV, v
• Still we can ask the origin of the scale “v”
• Can we understand its origin by some 
strong dynamics similar to QCD or TC ? 
Origin of Mass
• Massive SM particles get their masses from 
Higgs mechanism or confinement in QCD
• How about DM particles ?  Where do their 
masses come from ?  
• SM Higgs ? SUSY Breaking ? Extra Dim ?
• Can we generate all the masses as in 
proton mass from dim transmutation in 
QCD ?  (proton mass in massless QCD)
Questions about DM
• Electric Charge/Color neutral 
• How many DM species are there ?
• Their masses and spins ?
• Are they absolutely stable or very long lived ?
• How do they interact with themselves and with 
the SM particles ?
• Where do their masses come from ? Another 
(Dark) Higgs mechanism ? Dynamical SB ?
• How to observe them ?
• Most studies on DM were driven by some 
anomalies: 511 keV gamma ray, PAMELA/
AMS02 positron excess, DAMA/CoGeNT, 
Fermi/LAT 135 GeV gamma ray, 3.5 keV 
Xray, Gamma ray excess from GC etc
• On the other hand, not so much attention 
given to DM stability/longevity in nonSUSY 
DM models
• Important to implement this properly in 
QFT which is supposed to a framework to 
describe DM properties (including its 
interactions)
• Also,  often extra particles (the so-called 
mediators, scalar, vector etc) are introduced 
to solve three puzzles in CDM paradigm in 
terms of DM self-interaction
• DR and its interaction with DM may help to 
relax the tension between H0 and σ8
• Phenomenologically nice, but theoretically 
rather ad hoc 
• Any good organizing principle ? 
• Note that extra particles (the so-called 
mediators, scalar, vector etc) are introduced 
to solve three puzzles in CDM paradigm in 
terms of DM self-interaction
• DR and its interaction with DM may help to 
relax the tension between H0 and σ8
• Phenomenologically nice, but theoretically 
rather ad hoc 
• Any good organizing principle ? 
• YES ! >> Dark Gauge Symmetry
Local Dark Gauge Sym
• Well tested principle in the SM
• Completely fix the dynamics of DM, SM
• Guarantees stability/longevity of DM
• Force mediators already present in a gauge 
invariant way (Only issue is the mass scales)
• Predictable amount of dark radiation 
NB: The first 3 points are also true in the minimal DM scenarios  
(No new gauge sym, just SM gauge symmetries)
Basic assumptions
• DM, DR, Mediators : particles that can be 
described by conventional QFT
• DM stability/longevity is due to unbroken 
dark gauge symmetry/accidental symmetry 
of dark gauge theory (similarly to the SM: 
electron stability / proton longevity)
• Very conservative approach to DM models
In QFT
• DM could be absolutely stable due to  
unbroken local gauge symmetry (DM with 
local Z2, Z3 etc.) or topology (hidden sector 
monopole + vector DM + dark radiation)
• Longevity of DM could be due to some 
accidental symmetries (hidden sector pions 
and baryons)
• Today I will mainly talk about dark pion DM 
Key Ideas
• Stability/Longevity of Dark Matter (DM)
• Local Dark Gauge Symmetry
• Thermal DM through Singlet Portals 
(especially Higgs Portal)
• Connections between Higgs, DM and Higgs 
Inflation, especially the role of “Dark Higgs”
• Improved vacuum stability, Self Interacting 
DM, GC gamma ray excess, Higgs inflation, 
CMB and LSS, etc.
Contents
• Hidden (Dark) QCD scenario 

• WIMP scenario with the S-H portal 

• SIMP scenario in dark QCD

• SIMP + dark resonances (vector, scalar, etc.)
Hidden (Dark)  
QCD Scenario
hQCD (Dark QCD):  
WIMP & SIMP
• Strassler + Zurek (2006) : hQCD + U(1)’ , new collider signatures but no discussion on 
DM from hQCD. hep-ph/0604261. PLB (2007)

• B. Patt and F. Wilczek, hep-ph/0605188. “Higgs portal”

• Hur, Ko, Jung, Lee (2007): EWSB and CDM from h-QCD, arXiv:0709.1218 [hep-ph], PLB 
(2011)

• Hur, Ko (2007) : scale inv. extension of SM+hQCD. All the mass scales (including DM 
mass) from hQCD, written in 2007, arXiv:1103.2571 [hep-ph] PRL(2011)

• Proceedings: Int.J.Mod.Phys. A23 (2008) 3348-3351, AIP Conf.Proc. 1178 (2009) 37-43, 
arXiv:1012.0103 (ICHEP), etc

• Many works on scale sym. models or dark QCD models during the past years (apology 
for not citing all of them)

• Hochberg et al. : SIMP in Dark QCD (2014, 2015)

• Hatanaka, Jung, Ko : AdS/QCD approach, arXiv:1606.02969, JHEP (2016)
Hidden Sector
• Any NP @ TeV scale is strongly constrained by 
EWPT and CKMology

• Hidden sector made of SM singlets, and less 
constrained, and could make CDM

• Hidden gauge sym can stabilize CDM

• Generic in many BSM’s including SUSY models

• Can address “QM generation of all the mass 
scales from strong dynamics in the hidden sector”  
(orthogonal to the Coleman-Weinberg) : Hur and 
Ko, PRL (2011) and earlier paper and proceedings
Nicety of QCD
• Renormalizable

• Asymptotic freedom : no Landau pole

• QM dim transmutation :

• Light hadron masses from QM dynamics

• Flavor & Baryon # conservations : 
accidental symmetries of QCD (pion is 
stable if we switch oﬀ EW interaction, 
ignoring dim-5 operators; proton is stable 
or very long lived) 1
MPlanck
H†Hqh 5qh
h-pion & h-baryon DMs
• In most WIMP DM models, DM is stable 
due to some ad hoc Z2 symmetry

• If the hidden sector gauge symmetry is 
confining like ordinary QCD, the lightest 
mesons and the baryons could be stable 
or long-lived >> Good CDM candidates

• If chiral sym breaking in the hidden 
sector, light h-pions can be described by 
chiral Lagrangian in the low energy limit
WIMP scenario with the 
Higgs-Singlet portal
• Hur, Jung, Ko, Lee, arXiv:0709.1218 
• Hur, Ko, 1103.2571, PRL (2011) 
• Hatanaka, Jung, Ko, 1606.02969, JHEP (2016)
And proceedings: 
• Int. J. Mod. Phys. A23 (2008) 3348-3351 
• AIP Conf. Proc. 1178 (2009) 37-43 
• ICHEP 2010 Proceeding, hep-ph/1012.0103
!"
#$%%&'(
!&)*+,
"&--&'.&,
/0-$)(1$)*2,&
!$3$40,(*+(+,%$'0,5(678
(arXiv:0709.1218 with T.Hur, D.W.Jung and J.Y.Lee) 

Key Observation
• If we switch off gauge interactions of the 
SM, then we find 
• Higgs sector ~ Gell-Mann-Levy’s linear 
sigma model which is the EFT for QCD 
describing dynamics of pion, sigma and 
nucleons
• One Higgs doublet in 2HDM could be 
replaced by the GML linear sigma model 
for  hidden sector QCD
Model-I
Potential for H1 and H2
V (H1, H2) = −µ
2
1(H
†
1H1) +
λ1
2
(H†1H1)
2 − µ22(H
†
2H2)
+
λ2
2
(H†2H2)
2 + λ3(H
†
1H1)(H
†
2H2) +
av32
2
σh
Stability : λ1,2 > 0 and λ1 + λ2 + 2λ3 > 0
Consider the following phase:
H1 =
(
0
v1+hSM√
2
)
, H2 =
(
π+h
v2+σh+iπ
0
h√
2
)
Correct EWSB : λ1(λ2 + a/2) ≡ λ1λ′2 > λ23
– p.34/50
Not present in the two-
Higgs Doublet model

Relic DensityModel-I : Relic density of πh
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Can easily accommodate the relic density in our model
– p.27/38
Model-I : Direct detection rate
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tanβ = 5 case can be probed to some extent at Super
CDMS
–p.28/38
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Classical Scale Sym Model
• Scale invariant extension of the SM + hQCD

• Mass scale is generated by nonperturbative strong 
dynamics in the hidden sector

• EWSB and CDM from hQCD sector
All the masses (including CDM mass) 
from hidden sector strong dynamics
Appraisal of Scale Invariance
• May be the only way to understand the origin of mass 
dynamically (including spontaneous sym breaking)
• Without it, we can always write scalar mass terms for 
any scalar fields, and Dirac mass terms for Dirac 
fermions, the origin of which is completely unknown 
• Probably only way to control higher dimensional op’s 
suppressed by Planck scale
Model I (Scalar Messenger)
• SM - Messenger - Hidden Sector QCD
• Assume classically scale invariant lagrangian --> No 
mass scale in the beginning
• Chiral Symmetry Breaking in the hQCD generates a 
mass scale, which is injected to the SM by “S”
SM Hidden 
QCD
Singlet 
Scalar S

Model-II
Introduce a real singlet scalar S
Modified SM with classical scale symmetry
LSM = Lkin −
λH
4
(H†H)2 −
λSH
2
S2 H†H −
λS
4
S4
+
(
Q
i
HY Dij D
j +Q
i
H˜Y Uij U
j + L
i
HY Eij E
j
+ L
i
H˜Y Nij N
j + SN iTCYMij N
j + h.c.
)
Hidden sector lagrangian with new strong interaction
Lhidden = −
1
4
GµνG
µν +
NHF∑
k=1
Qk(iD · γ − λkS)Qk
– p.42/50
Model-II
Introduce a real singlet scalar S
Modified SM with classical scale symmetry
LSM = Lkin −
λH
4
(H†H)2 −
λSH
2
S2 H†H −
λS
4
S4
+
(
Q
i
HY Dij D
j +Q
i
H˜Y Uij U
j + L
i
HY Eij E
j
+ L
i
H˜Y Nij N
j + SN iTCYMij N
j + h.c.
)
Hidden sector lagrangian with new strong interaction
Lhidden = −
1
4
GµνG
µν +
NHF∑
k=1
Qk(iD · γ − λkS)Qk
– p.42/50
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Scale invariant extension of the SM
with strongly interacting hidden sector
Model considered by Meissner and Nicolai, hep-th/0612165
Model-II
Effective lagrangian far below Λh,χ ≈ 4πΛh
Lfull = L
eﬀ
hidden + LSM + Lmixing
Leﬀhidden =
v2h
4
Tr[∂µΣh∂
µΣ†h] +
v2h
2
Tr[λSµh(Σh + Σ
†
h)]
LSM = −
λ1
2
(H†1H1)
2 −
λ1S
2
H†1H1S
2 −
λS
8
S4
Lmixing = −v
2
hΛ
2
h
[
κH
H†1H1
Λ2h
+ κS
S2
Λ2h
+ κ′S
S
Λh
+ O(
SH†1H1
Λ3h
,
S3
Λ3h
)
]
≈ −v2h
[
κHH
†
1H1 + κSS
2 + Λhκ
′
SS
]
– p.43/50
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3 neutral scalars : h,  S and hidden sigma meson
Assume h-sigma is heavy enough for simplicity
Relic densityModel-II: Relic densities of Ωπhh2
Ωπhh
2 in the (mh1 ,mπh) plane for
(a) vh = 500 GeV and tanβ = 1,
(b) vh = 1 TeV and tan β = 2.
– p.46/50
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Direct Detection RateModel-II: Direct detection rates
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Comparison with the 
previous models
• Dark gauge symmetry is unbroken (DM could be 
absolutely stable if they appeared in the asymptotic 
states), but confining like QCD (No long range dark 
force, DM becomes composite)

• DM : composite hidden hadrons (mesons and baryons)

• All masses including CDM masses from dynamical sym 
breaking in the hidden sector

• Singlet scalar is necessary to connect the hidden sector 
and the visible sector

• Higgs Signal strengths : universally reduced from one
• Additional singlet scalar improves the 
vacuum stability up to Planck scale

• Can modify Higgs inflation scenario 
(Higgs-portal assisted Higgs inflation      
[arXiv:1405.1635, JCAP (2017) with Jinsu Kim, WIPark]

• The 2nd scalar could be very very elusive 

• Can we find the 2nd scalar at LHC ?

• We will see if this class of DM can survive 
the LHC Higgs data in the coming years
SIMP scenario +  
dark resonances
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SIMP Scenario in 
Dark QCD
SIMP paradigm
The SIMP Miracle
====================================================================25% of the authors prefer the title: ‘SIMP Dark Matter’. They are uncomfortable with the term ‘miracle’ in this scenario. Damn democracy!==================================================================.
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We present a new paradigm for achieving thermal relic dark matter. The mechanism arises when
a nearly secluded dark sector is thermalized with the Standard Model after reheating. The freezeout
process is a number-changing 3 ! 2 annihilation of strongly-interacting-massive-particles (SIMPs)
in the dark sector, and points to sub-GeV dark matter. The couplings to the visible sector, necessary
for maintaining thermal equilibrium with the Standard Model, imply measurable signals that will
allow coverage of a significant part of the parameter space with future indirect- and direct-detection
experiments and via direct production of dark matter at colliders. Moreover, 3 ! 2 annihilations
typically predict sizable 2 ! 2 self-interactions which naturally address the ‘core vs. cusp’ and
‘too-big-to-fail’ small structure problems.
INTRODUCTION
Dark matter (DM) makes up the majority of the mass
in the Universe, however, its identity is unknown. The
few properties known about DM are that it is cold and
massive, it is not electrically charged, it is not colored and
it is not very strongly self-interacting. One possibility for
the identity of DM is that it is a thermal relic from the
early Universe. Cold thermal relics are predicted to have
a mass
mDM ⇠ ↵ann (TeqMPl)1/2 ⇠ TeV , (1)
where ↵ann is the e↵ective coupling constant of the 2! 2
DM annihilation cross section, taken to be of order weak
processes ↵ann ' 1/30 above, Teq is the matter-radiation
equality temperature and MPl is the reduced Planck
mass. The emergence of the weak scale from a geomet-
ric mean of two unrelated scales, frequently called the
WIMP miracle, provides an alternate motivation beyond
the hierarchy problem for TeV-scale new physics.
In this work we show that there is another mechanism
that can produce thermal relic DM even if ↵ann ' 0. In
this limit, while thermal DM cannot freeze out through
the standard 2! 2 annihilation, it may do so via a 3! 2
process, where three DM particles collide and produce
two DM particles. The mass scale that is indicated by
this mechanism is given by a generalized geometric mean,
mDM ⇠ ↵e↵
 
T 2eqMPl
 1/3 ⇠ 100 MeV , (2)
where ↵e↵ is the e↵ective strength of the self-interaction
of the DM which we take as ↵e↵ ' 1 in the above. As
we will see, the 3! 2 mechanism points to strongly self-
interacting DM at or below the GeV scale. In similar
fashion, a 4! 2 annihilation mechanism, relevant if DM
is charged under a Z2 symmetry, leads to DM in the keV
↵e↵ ' 1 ↵e↵ ' 1
SMDM
3→2 2→2 
✏  1
Kin. Eq.
FIG. 1: A schematic description of the SIMP paradigm. The
dark sector consists of DM which annihilates via a 3! 2 pro-
cess. Small couplings to the visible sector allow for thermal-
ization of the two sectors, thereby allowing heat to flow from
the dark sector to the visible one. DM self interactions are
naturally predicted to explain small scale structure anomalies
while the couplings to the visible sector predict measurable
consequences.
to MeV mass range. In this case, however, a more com-
plicated production mechanism, such as freeze-out and
decay, is typically needed to evade cosmological bounds.
If the dark sector does not have su cient couplings
to the visible sector for it to remain in thermal equilib-
rium, the 3 ! 2 annihilations heat up the DM, signif-
icantly altering structure formation [1, 2]. In contrast,
a crucial aspect of the mechanism described here is that
the dark sector is in thermal equilibrium with the Stan-
dard Model (SM), i.e. the DM has a phase-space dis-
tribution given by the temperature of the photon bath.
Thus, the scattering with the SM bath enables the DM to
cool o↵ as heat is being pumped in from the 3! 2 pro-
cess. Consequently, the 3 ! 2 thermal freeze-out mech-
anism generically requires measurable couplings between
the DM and visible sectors. A schematic description of
the SIMP paradigm is presented in Fig. 1.
The phenomenological consequences of this paradigm
are two-fold. First, the significant DM self-interactions
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SIMP Conditions
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3
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m5DM
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↵e↵ = 1  30! mDM ⇠ 10MeV   1GeV
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FIG. 3: The bounds on ✏ vs. mDM. Left, coupling to electrons: The grey regions (outlined by thick dashed lines) represents
the range of parameters in which kinetic equilibrium with the SM is not maintained (lower gray region), and where the standard
2! 2 annihilation to the SM is not subdominant to the 3! 2 process (upper gray region). Also shown are the exclusion limits
from: direct-detection in Xenon10 [43] (purple region), along with the expected future bound from a germanium-based electron
recoil experiment [44] (dashed-purple); CMB and low red shift data constraints for electrons [45] (blue region); modification
of Ne↵ [46] (red region); indirect detection of  -rays [47] (green region); direct production at LEP for a variety of mediator
mass, M , and width,   (solid-gray) [18]. Right, coupling to photons: The grey regions (outlined by thick dashed lines)
represents the range of parameters in which kinetic equilibrium with the SM is not maintained (lower gray region), and where
the standard 2! 2 annihilation with the SM is not subdominant to the 3! 2 process (upper gray region). Also shown are the
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There are two distinct reasons for this. First, much as
in the standard thermal WIMP scenario, the DM must
be in thermal equilibrium with the visible sector. Conse-
quently, it must have non-negligible couplings to SM par-
ticles, which in turn predict observable signals. Second,
the non-vanishing 5-point interaction required for the
3 ! 2 annihilations also implies sizeable self-couplings
which alter the predictions for structure formation. Be-
low, we briefly summarize these two aspects, postponing
many of the details to future work [6].
We begin with structure formation. The persistent fail-
ure of N-body simulation to reproduce the small-scale
structure of observed galactic halos has led to the ‘core
versus cusp’ and ‘too big to fail’ problems. This moti-
vates self-interacting DM with a strength [20–23]✓
 scatter
mDM
◆
obs
= (0.1  10) cm2/g . (25)
On the other hand, bullet-cluster constraints [24–26] as
well as recent simulations which reanalyze the constraints
from halo shapes [21, 23], suggest the limits on the DM
self-interacting cross section (at velocities & 300 km/sec)
are
 scatter
mDM
. 1 cm2/g . (26)
The above constraint leaves a viable region for the pre-
ferred strength of DM self-interactions.
The SIMP scenario naturally predicts a sizable con-
tribution to the above 2 ! 2 scatterings. One may
parametrize it by defining a ⌘ ↵2!2/↵e↵ , such that
 scatter
mDM
=
a2↵2e↵
m3DM
, (27)
and one expects a to be of order unity. This can be
readily checked for the toy model discussed above, where
a = O(1) is found for a wide range of values of the cou-
plings of Eq. (22). For the 3 ! 2 SIMP scenario, the
constraint, Eq. (26), points to the strongly interacting
regime with DM masses at or below the GeV scale. In-
terestingly, this region in parameter space automatically
solves the small-structure anomalies discussed above. In-
deed, one may use Eqs. (25) and (26) together with the
relation Eq. (9) to derive a preferred range of ↵e↵ . Tak-
ing into account the numerical corrections as found using
the Boltzmann equation, we arrive at
0.3
⇣ a
0.2
⌘2
. ↵e↵ . 8
⇣ a
0.2
⌘2
, (28)
where the lower bound above arises from the upper bound
of Eq. (26). The corresponding DM mass is in the range
of 8
 
a
0.2
 2
MeV . mDM . 200
 
a
0.2
 2
MeV. In Fig. 2
we show the full region preferred by the small-scale struc-
ture anomalies, and the region excluded by bullet-cluster
and halo-shape constraints. The colored regions show the
preferred region for a = 1, 0.05, 10 3. The region above
the corresponding gray-dashed lines is excluded by the
bullet-cluster and halo shape constraints, for each value
2->2 Self scattering : 
with a~O(1)
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There are two distinct reasons for this. First, much as
in the standard thermal WIMP scenario, the DM must
be in thermal equilibrium with the visible sector. Conse-
quently, it must have non-negligible couplings to SM par-
ticles, which in turn predict observable signals. Second,
the non-vanishing 5-point interaction required for the
3 ! 2 annihilations also implies sizeable self-couplings
which alter the predictions for structure formation. Be-
low, we briefly summarize these two aspects, postponing
many of the details to future work [6].
We begin with structure formation. The persistent fail-
ure of N-body simulation to reproduce the small-scale
structure f observed galactic halos has led to the ‘core
versus cusp’ and ‘t o big to fail’ problems. This moti-
vates self-int racting DM with a strength [20–23]✓
 scatter
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obs
= (0.1  10) cm2/g . (25)
On the other hand, bullet-cluster constraints [24–26] as
well as recent simulations which reanalyze the constraints
from halo shapes [21, 23], suggest the limits on the DM
self-interacting cross section (at velocities & 300 km/sec)
are
 scatter
mDM
. 1 cm2/g . (26)
The above constraint leaves a viable region for the pre-
ferred strength of DM self-interactions.
The SIMP scenario naturally predicts a sizable con-
tribution to the above 2 ! 2 scatterings. One may
parametrize it by defining a ⌘ ↵2!2/↵e↵ , such that
 scatter
mDM
=
a2↵2e↵
m3DM
, (27)
and one expects a to be of order unity. This can be
readily checked for the toy model discussed above, where
a = O(1) is found for a wide range of values of the cou-
plings of Eq. (22). For the 3 ! 2 SIMP scenario, the
constraint, Eq. (26), points to the strongly interacting
regime with DM masses at or below the GeV scale. In-
terestingly, this region in parameter space automatically
solves the small-structure anomalies discussed above. In-
deed, one may use Eqs. (25) and (26) together with the
relation Eq. (9) to derive a preferred range of ↵e↵ . Tak-
ing into account the numerical corrections as found using
the Boltzmann equation, we arrive at
0.3
⇣ a
0.2
⌘2
. ↵e↵ . 8
⇣ a
0.2
⌘2
, (28)
where the lower bound above arises from the upper bound
of Eq. (26). The corresponding DM mass is in the range
of 8
 
a
0.2
 2
MeV . mDM . 200
 
a
0.2
 2
MeV. In Fig. 2
we show the full region preferred by the small-scale struc-
ture anomalies, and the region excluded by bullet-cluster
and halo-shape constraints. The colored regions show the
preferred region for a = 1, 0.05, 10 3. The region above
the corresponding gray-dashed lines is excluded by the
bullet-cluster and halo shape constraints, for each value
Dark QCD + WZW
• Dark flavor symmetry G=SU(Nf)L x SU(Nf)R is SSB into 
diagonal H=SU(Nf)V by dark QCD condensation

• Eﬀective Lagrangian for NG bosons (dark pions) contain 5-
point self interaction : WZW term for ㅠ5 (G/H) = Z (Nf > 2)
 WZW = Eqs.(11) and (13) in my thesis (38)
L1 = TR
⇥
↵ˆ3L↵ˆR   ↵ˆ3R↵ˆL
⇤  (⇠L = ⇠R = 1, V = 0, l, r) (39)
L2 = TR [↵ˆL↵ˆR↵ˆL↵ˆR]  (⇠L = ⇠R = 1, V = 0, l, r) (40)
L3 = iTr [FV (↵ˆL↵ˆR   ↵ˆR↵ˆL]  (⇠L = ⇠R = 1, V = 0, l, r) (41)
L4 = iTr
h
FˆL↵ˆL↵ˆR   FˆR↵ˆR↵ˆL
i
  (⇠L = ⇠R = 1, V = 0, l, r) (42)
In the real hadronic world with photon included, one has
 anom =  WZ   15C (L3 + L4 + c1L1 + c2L2)c1 c2= 1 (43)
with
C =  i Nc
240⇡2
Let us ignore the external gauge fields by setting lµ = rµ = 0 and keep only the pions
and vector mesons Vµ, and discuss pion dynamics including the vector mesons. If we
assume lµ = rµ = 0, then
 WZ = C
Z
M5
d5x Tr(↵5) with ↵ = dUU †. (44)
Also for lµ = rµ = 0, ↵ˆL and ↵ˆR are simplified as
↵ˆL = D⇠L · ⇠†L = ↵L   igV (45)
↵ˆR = D⇠R · ⇠†R = ↵L   igV (46)
1.3 Scalar resonances
It is convenient to define two vector fields from ⇠(x) ⌘ ⇠†L = ⇠R:
⇠(x) ! L⇠(x)U †(x) = U(x)⇠(x)R† (47)
Aµ(x) ⌘ i
2
h
⇠†@µ⇠   ⇠@µ⇠†
i
(48)
! U(x)Aµ(x)U †(x) (49)
Vµ(x) ⌘ i
2
h
⇠†@µ⇠ + ⇠@µ⇠†
i
(50)
! U(x)Vµ(x)U †(x) + U(x)@U †(x) (51)
Vµ(x) ! U(x)Vµ(x)U †(x) + U(x)@µU †(x) (52)
Note that (Vµ Vµ) transforms homogeneously as U(x)(Vµ Vµ)U †(x), which is a convenient
property for constructing chiral invariant Lagrangians.
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Dark mesons & WZW term
• Dark flavor symmetry G=SU(Nf)x SU(Nf) is SSB into 
diagonal H=SU(Nf) by SU(Nc) QCD-like condensation. 
• E fective action for Goldstone bosons contains a 
5-point self-interaction from Wess-Zumino-
Witten term for π5(G/H)=Z (i.e. Nf ≥3).   
LWZW = 2Nc
15⇡2
✏µ⌫⇢ Tr[⇡@µ⇡@⌫⇡@⇢⇡@ ⇡]
Flavor symmetry ensures stability of dark 
m sons,  natural candidates for SIMP.
NC  : topological invariant 
of 5-sphere (Q+Q’) in SU(3)
U = e2i⇡/F , ⇡ ⌘ ⇡aT a
⇡Nf = 3 :
[Wess, Zumino,
1971;Witten, 1983]
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in the absence of external gauge fields
SIMP Dark Mesons
• Large color group leads to strong 5-point interactions 
while satifying bounds on self-interactions [Hochberg, 
2014]
SIMP dark mesons
• Large color group leads to strong 5-point interactions 
while satisfying bounds on self-interactions (e.g. Bullet 
cluster, halo shape.)
,
K˜+
K˜ 
⇡˜ 
⇡˜+
⇡˜0
⇡˜0
⇡˜0
⇡˜0
⇡˜0
[Hochberg et al, 2014]
~const~const
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[Hochberg, Kuflik, Murayama, Volansky, Wacker, 1411.3727, PRL (2015)]
SIMP Parameter Space
• DM self scattering :                             

• Validity of ChPT : 
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FIG. 2: Solid curves: the solution to the Boltzmann equation of the 3! 2 system, yielding the measured dark matter relic
abundance for the pions, m⇡/f⇡ as a function of the pion mass (left axis). Dashed curves: the self-scattering cross section
along the solution to the Boltzmann equation,  scatter/m⇡ as a function of pion mass (right axis). All curves are for selected
values of Nc and Nf , for an SU(Nc) (top panel) or an O(Nc) (bottom panel) gauge group with a conserved (left panel)
or broken (right panel) SU(Nf ) or SO(Nf ) flavor symmetry, respectively. The solid horizontal line depicts the perturbative
limit of m⇡/f⇡ ⇠< 2⇡, providing a rough upper limit on the pion mass; the dashed horizontal line depicts the bullet-cluster and
halo shape constraints on the self-scattering cross section, Eq. (16), placing a lower limit on the pion mass. Each shaded region
depicts the resulting approximate range for m⇡ for the corresponding symmetry structure.
below those depicted exhibit a tension between the per-
turbativity regime m⇡/f⇡ ⇠< 2⇡ and the self-interaction
constraint of Eq. (16).
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Large Nc > 3
More serious in NNLO ChPT 
Sannino et al, 1507.01590
Issues in the SIMP w/ hQCD
• Dark flavor sym is not good enough to stabilize dark pion 
(We have to assume dim-5 operator is highly suppressed)

• Dark baryons can make additional contribution to DM of the 
universe (It could produce additional diagrams for SIMP)

• Validity region of ChPT : need to include resonances (dark 
rho meson, dark sigma meson, etc.              this talk)

• How to achieve Kinetic equilibrium with the SM ? (Dark 
sigma meson or adding singlet scalar S may help. Or lifting 
the mass degeneracy of dark pionscan help. Work in 
progress.)
Digression on ChPT + VM
• We consider Gglobal SSB into Hglobal : non Linear sigma model on 
Gglobal/Hglobal is equivalent to linear sigma model on Gglobal X Hlocal 

• Vector meson ~ gauge field for Hlocal
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1 Lagrangians
1.1 Goldstone bosons + vector mesons
We consider QCD like system where global Gglobal = SU(3)L ⇥ SU(3)R is spontaneously
broken into Hglobal = SU(3)V . Then the nonlinear realization on Gglobal/Hglobal is equiva-
lent to linear sigma model with Gglobal ⇥Hlocal.
Conside the following fields with the following transformation properties under global
SU(3)L ⇥ SU(3)R and local SU(3)V :
⇠L(x) ! U(x)⇠L(x)L† (1)
⇠R(x) ! U(x)⇠R(x)R† (2)
gVµ(x) ! U(x) [@µ   igVµ(x)]U †(x) (3)
Dµ⇠L = (@µ   igVµ)⇠L(x) + i⇠L(x)lµ (4)
Dµ⇠R = (@µ   igVµ)⇠R(x) + i⇠R(x)lµ (5)
lµ and rµ can be considered as gauge fields of local SU(3)L ⇥ SU(3)R gauge symmetries
and identified as  , Z,W±, etc..
The Lagrangian LA can be cast into the following form in terms of a new exponen-
tial field U(x) defined as ⌃(x) ⌘ ⇠†L(x)⇠R(x) = exp[2i⇡(x)/f⇡] with ⇠†L(x) = ⇠R(x) =
exp[i⇡(x)/f⇡]:
⌃(x)! L⌃(x)R†
Note that the ⇡ field is normalzied in such a way that
⇡(x) =
1p
2
0B@
1p
2
⇡0 + 1p
6
⌘8 +
1p
3
⌘0 ⇡+K+
⇡    1p
2
⇡0 + 1p
6
⌘8 +
1p
3
⌘0 K0
K  K0   2p
6
⌘8 +
1p
3
⌘0
1CA (6)
1
• CCWZ (1969) 
• Bando, Kugo, Yamawaki, Phys. Rept. 164, 217 (1988)
Vector meson as hidden 
local gauge boson
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Vµ =
1p
2
0B@
1p
2
⇢0µ +
1p
6
!8µ +
1p
3
!0µ ⇢+µK
⇤+
µ
⇢ µ   1p2⇢0µ + 1p6!8µ + 1p3!0µ K⇤0µ
K⇤ µ K⇤0µ   2p6!8µ + 1p3!0µ
1CA
(7)
In real hadronic world, there are mixings between ⌘8 and ⌘0, and also between !8 and
!0 with mixing angles ✓p and ✓V , respectively:
⌘ = ⌘8 cos ✓P   ⌘0 sin ✓P (8)
⌘
0
= ⌘8 sin ✓P + ⌘0 cos ✓P (9)
!µ =
1p
3
!8µ +
r
2
3
!0µ (10)
 µ =
2p
6
!8µ   1p
3
!0µ (11)
In this paper, we will ignore mixing for the time being, and consider ⌘0, ⌘8, !8µ and
!0µ as the basis, and discuss the physics thereof.
The chiral Lagrangian for pions and vector mesons is given by
L = LA + LmLB + Lkin(V ) +  anom(⇠L, ⇠R, V, l, r) (12)
LA =  f
2
⇡
4
Tr
h
(Dµ⇠L)⇠
†
L   (Dµ⇠R)⇠†R
i2
(13)
Lm =  f
2
⇡
2
Tr
h
µ(⌃+ ⌃†)
i
(14)
LB =  af
2
⇡
4
Tr
h
(Dµ⇠L)⇠
†
L +µ ⇠R)⇠
†
R
i2
(15)
Lkin =  12Tr [Fµ⌫F
µ⌫ ] (16)
Fµ⌫ = @µV⌫   @⌫Vµ   ig[Vµ, V⌫ ] (17)
The µ term breaks chiral symmetry explicitly, thereby generating nonzero pion and kaon
masses:
m2⇡ = µ(mu +md) (18)
mK± = µ(mu +ms) (19)
m2K0 = µ(md +ms) (20)
m2⌘8 = µ(????) (21)
m2⌘0 = µ() + (2⇡⇤)
2 crude form for ⌘0 (22)
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Ch Lagrangian (pi,V)
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For simplicity, we will work on the degenerate case first: mu = md = ms = m. Expand Lm
to quartic orders in ⇡ fields and derive the pion/K masses and their quartic self interactions,
which are relevant to 2! 2 scattering cross sections.
The Lagrangian LA can be cast into the following form in terms of a new exponen-
tial field ⌃(x) defined as ⌃(x) ⌘ ⇠†L(x)⇠R(x = exp[2i⇡(x)/f⇡] with ⇠†L(x) = ⇠R(x) =
exp[i⇡(x)/f⇡]:
LA = f
2
⇡
4
Tr
h
Dµ⌃D
µ⌃†
i
(23)
DµU = @µ⌃  ilµ⌃+ i⌃rµ (24)
This is nothing but the usual nonlinear  -model Lagrangian.
The vector meson and the pion couplings as well as the vector meson masses are given
by LB:
LB = m2V TrVµV µ   2igV ⇡⇡Tr (Vµ[@µ⇡,⇡]) + ... (25)
m2V = ag
2f2⇡ (26)
gV ⇡⇡ =
1
2
ag (27)
In ordinary hadron system, a ' 2 but we can consider it as a free parameter in general.
Before we show the anomalous WZW Lagrangian, it is convenient to define the following
objects (we write the vector fields in terms of forms in this part):
↵ˆL = D⇠L · ⇠†L = ↵L   igV + ilˆ (28)
↵ˆR = D⇠R · ⇠†R = ↵L   igV + irˆ (29)
↵L = d⇠L · ⇠†L, (30)
↵R = d⇠R · ⇠†R (31)
lˆ = ⇠L · ⇠†L, (32)
rˆ = ⇠R · ⇠†R (33)
FV = dV   igV 2 (34)
FˆL = ⇠L · FL · ⇠†L = ⇠L(dl   il2)⇠†L (35)
FˆL = ⇠R · FR · ⇠†R = ⇠R(dr   ir2)⇠†R (36)
1.2 WZW + anomalous interactions involving vector mesons
The anomalous WZW in the presence of light vector mesons are given by
 anom =  WZW +
4X
i=1
ciLi (37)
3
a~2 and g~6 
in real QCD. 
In Dark QCD,  
we consider  
they are free 
Another useful quantities
 WZW = Eqs.(11) and (13) in my thesis (38)
L1 = TR
⇥
↵ˆ3L↵ˆR   ↵ˆ3R↵ˆL
⇤  (⇠L = ⇠R = 1, V = 0, l, r) (39)
L2 = TR [↵ˆL↵ˆR↵ˆL↵ˆR]  (⇠L = ⇠R = 1, V = 0, l, r) (40)
L3 = iTr [FV (↵ˆL↵ˆR   ↵ˆR↵ˆL]  (⇠L = ⇠R = 1, V = 0, l, r) (41)
L4 = iTr
h
FˆL↵ˆL↵ˆR   FˆR↵ˆR↵ˆL
i
  (⇠L = ⇠R = 1, V = 0, l, r) (42)
In the real hadronic world with photon included, one has
 anom =  WZ   15C (L3 + L4 + c1L1 + c2L2)c1 c2= 1 (43)
with
C =  i Nc
240⇡2
Let us ignore the external gauge fields by setting lµ = rµ = 0 and keep only the pions
and vector mesons Vµ, and discuss pion dynamics including the vector mesons. If we
assume lµ = rµ = 0, then
 WZ = C
Z
M5
d5x Tr(↵5) with ↵ = dUU †. (44)
Also for lµ = rµ = 0, ↵ˆL and ↵ˆR are simplified as
↵ˆL = D⇠L · ⇠†L = ↵L   igV (45)
↵ˆR = D⇠R · ⇠†R = ↵L   igV (46)
1.3 Scalar resonances
It is convenient to define two vector fields from ⇠(x) ⌘ ⇠†L = ⇠R:
⇠(x) ! L⇠(x)U †(x) = U(x)⇠(x)R† (47)
Aµ(x) ⌘ i
2
h
⇠†@µ⇠   ⇠@µ⇠†
i
(48)
! U(x)Aµ(x)U †(x) (49)
Vµ(x) ⌘ i
2
h
⇠†@µ⇠ + ⇠@µ⇠†
i
(50)
! U(x)Vµ(x)U †(x) + U(x)@U †(x) (51)
Vµ(x) ! U(x)Vµ(x)U †(x) + U(x)@µU †(x) (52)
Note that (Vµ Vµ) transforms homogeneously as U(x)(Vµ Vµ)U †(x), which is a convenient
property for constructing chiral invariant Lagrangians.
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Here `V’ is the vector meson associated with 
hidden local gauge symmetry
WZW (gauged)
PYUNGWON KO
r„(U,l„,r„)=CJ,d'x Tr(a')
+5CJ,d x Tr[i(la +rP ) [—(dl 1+1dl)a+(dr r+r dr)P]+(dl dUrU ' d—r dU ' IU)
+(rU 'lUP lU—rU 'a )+—,'[(la) —(rP) ]+i[1a+r P]
+i[(dr r+r dr)U lU (dl—1+1dl)UrU ']+i [1UrU 'la+rU 'lUrP] .
+[r U 'lU —1 UrU '+ —,'(UrU '1) ]],
where M is a five-dimensional manifold whose boundary
is the ordinary Minkowski manifold M . This
6=U(3)L XU(3)R-invariant form of the anomaly was
used in the original paper by Fujiwara et al. [29]. How-
ever, this form of the anomaly is not consistent with
current algebra and modified PCAC in the following
sense. From the above Lagrangian, Eq. (1), we can con-
struct the left-handed and the right-handed currents jL„
and j&„. Then, we find that the axial-vector current J„'"'"
is given by
I„'"'"(x)= f D ~—(x)— e„&Q 3'(x)(3 A~(x) .
If we take the divergence of J„'"'"(x)and use the Euler-
Lagrange equation for vr(x) derived from Eq. (1), we can
show that the axial-vector current for the third com-
ponent of the isospin, A „'""',satisfies
I
gpJ3axial( ) y 2
+(1——,' ) e„)3()"2 "(x)B A~(x),
where P o(x) is an interpolating pion field appearing in
the calculation in the Lehmann-Symanzik-Zimmermann
(LSZ) formalism. This is not consistent with the modified
PCAC relation [30] which has the coefficient 1 in front of
Q instead of (1——,' ) =—', . This in turn means that we get
too small a rate for m ~yy when it is calculated by the
current algebra and the modified PCAC in the LSZ for-
malism. To keep the consistency between the effective-
Lagrangian approach and the good old current-algebra
and PCAC calculation of m ~yy in the LSZ formalism,
we should modify the I.R-symmetric anomaly form, Eq.
(11). The correct answer is to keep the conservation of
vector currents, sacrificing that of axial-vector currents
as done by Bardeen [31]. Bardeen's form of the anomaly
satisfies the following condition under the local
G =U(3)L XU(3)R:
51 wz(U, l, r)= J d x (eL—eR ) F~ F~— (F~—A +A—F~A+A F~)——A24m V 3 A 3 V (12)
where
I wz(U, l, r)=I LR(U, l, r)—I LR(U = 1, l, r) . (13)
This coincides with the original form of Mess and Zumi-
no. If we consider only electromagnetic fields as external
gauge fields, we have l„=r„=eQA„. Since
I LR(U = l, l, r) is antisymmetric under l~r, the two
forms of anomalies, I L~ and I ~z are identical.
D. The W'Z anomaly in the presence of vector mesons
Electromagnetic decays of vector mesons such asco~~ y, co—+pm, etc. , are all intrinsic parity-violating
V= —,'(1+r), .A =—,'(1 r), —
F~=dV+i(V +A ),
F~ =dA+i(VA+AV) .
For the vector transformation, eL=ez, and the above
anomaly vanishes identically. This in turn ensures the
conservation of the vector currents, as we anticipated.
The minimal solution to this equation is given simply
in terms of I LR(U, l, r) as
I
processes, so that we might be able to describe them in
the effective-Lagrangian approach by including terms
with the Levi-Civita tensor. One can achieve this by add-
ing homogeneous solutions of Eq. (12) to Eq. (13). Since
the newly added terms are homogeneous solutions of the
anomaly equation (i.e., gauge invariant, or 51=0), there
will be no additional anomaly and the anomalous low-
energy theorems remain intact.
The correct form of the WZ anomaly including vector
mesons is conveniently expressed in terms of the follow-
ing gauge-covariant entities [29]:
aL =DgL gL =aL —igI'+ll
aR Dk kR aR ig~++
aL(r) dkL(R) kL(R)
1=4.'1'4, r =OR 'r'4
F~=dV—ig V
F, =gL F, gL =gL(dl il')gL, —
FR =gR FR 4 gR(«Rir )gR
WZW with vector mesons
For simplicity, we will work on the degenerate case first: mu = md = ms = m. Expand Lm
to quartic orders in ⇡ fields and derive the pion/K masses and their quartic self interactions,
which are relevant to 2! 2 scattering cross sections.
The Lagrangian LA can be cast into the following form in terms of a new exponen-
tial field ⌃(x) defined as ⌃(x) ⌘ ⇠†L(x)⇠R(x) = exp[2i⇡(x)/f⇡] with ⇠†L(x) = ⇠R(x) =
exp[i⇡(x)/f⇡]:
LA = f
2
⇡
4
Tr
h
Dµ⌃D
µ⌃†
i
(23)
DµU = @µ⌃  ilµ⌃+ i⌃rµ (24)
This is nothing but the usual nonlinear  -model Lagrangian.
The vector meson and the pion couplings as well as the vector meson masses are given
by LB:
LB = m2V TrVµV µ   2igV ⇡⇡Tr (Vµ[@µ⇡,⇡]) + ... (25)
m2V = ag
2f2⇡ (26)
gV ⇡⇡ =
1
2
ag (27)
In ordinary hadron system, a ' 2 but we can consider it as a free parameter in general.
Before we show the anomalous WZW Lagrangian, it is convenient to define the following
objects (we write the vector fields in terms of forms in this part):
↵ˆL = D⇠L · ⇠†L = ↵L   igV + ilˆ (28)
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↵R = d⇠R · ⇠†R (31)
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FV = dV   igV 2 (34)
FˆL = ⇠L · FL · ⇠†L = ⇠L(dl   il2)⇠†L (35)
FˆL = ⇠R · FR · ⇠†R = ⇠R(dr   ir2)⇠†R (36)
1.2 WZW + anomalous interactions involving vector mesons
The anomalous WZW in the presence of light vector mesons are given by
 anom =  WZW +
4X
i=1
ciLi (37)
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property for constructing chiral invariant Lagrangians.
4
• Fujiwara, Kugo, Yamawaki et al., Prog. Theo. Phys. 73, 926 (1985)  
• P.Ko, PRD44, 139 (1991) 139 for a useful compact summary
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FIG. 1: Feynman diagrams contributing to 3! 2 processes for the dark pions with the vector meson interactions.
FIG. 2: Contours of relic density (⌦h2 ⇡ 0.119) for m⇡ and m⇡/f⇡ and self-scattering cross section per DM mass in cm2/g as
a function of m⇡. The case without and with vector mesons are shown in black lines and colored lines respectively. We have
imposed the relic density condition for obtaining the contours of self-scattering cross section. Vector meson masses are taken
near the resonances with mV = 2(3)m⇡
p
1 + ✏V on left(right) plots. In both plots, c1   c2 =  1 and ✏V = 0.1 are taken.
our interest, so we didn’t include it in our analysis.
While the !8 primarily decays to three pions because
m! < 2mK in the usual SM QCD, this is not necessar-
ily true in the case of dark QCD since we can vary the
pion/kaon mass. Since we are assuming all the eight pi-
ons/kaons are degenerate in mass, two-body decays such
as !8 ! KK could be allowed as well as usual three-body
decays such as !8 ! 3⇡. Then we find that the widths
of vector mesons with degenerate masses are identical as
follows,
 V =
a2g2mV
256⇡
✓
1  4m
2
⇡
m2V
◆3/2
. (25)
If we chose a QCD-like set of parameters (a ⇡ 2, c1 c2 =
 1 and c3 = 1), the widths of vector mesons would be
sizable for values of m⇡/f⇡ that yield the correct relic
density. However, if a⌧ 1, then the mass relation,m2V =
ag2f2⇡ ⇡ 9m2⇡ or 4m2⇡, is maintained with  V /mV ⌧ 1.
For 3! 2 processes, we take the vector meson masses
near the resonances and make the thermal average under
the narrow width approximation with  V /mV ⌧ 1 in
Eq. (23). Then, the thermal averaged 3! 2 annihilation
cross section becomes [33]
h v2iR ⇡
(
81⇡
128 ✏
4
V x
3e 
3
2 ✏V x, mV ⇡ 3m⇡,
8
3
p
⇡ ✏3/2V x
1/2 e ✏V x, mV ⇡ 2m⇡,
(26)
where the e↵ective 3 ! 2 cross section before ther-
mal average is taken to be ( v2) = bV  V
(✏V  u2)2+ 2V , with
 being the velocity-independent coe cient, (✏V ,  V ) =
(m
2
V  4m2⇡
4m2⇡
, mV  V4m2⇡
) and u2 = 12 (v
2
1 + v
2
2)   14v23 for two-
pion resonances or (✏V ,  V ) = (
m2V  9m2⇡
9m2⇡
, mV  V9m2⇡
) and
SIMP + VM
3
vector meson masses are given by LB :
LB = m2V TrVµV µ   2igV ⇡⇡Tr (Vµ[@µ⇡,⇡]) (21)
m2V = ag
2f2⇡ (22)
gV ⇡⇡ =
1
2
ag (23)
In ordinary hadron system a ' 2, but this can be con-
sidered a free parameter in general. Before we show the
anomalous WZW Lagrangian, it is convenient to define
the following objects:
↵ˆL = D⇠L · ⇠†L = ↵L   igV + ilˆ (24)
↵ˆR = D⇠R · ⇠†R = ↵R   igV + irˆ (25)
↵L = d⇠L · ⇠†L, (26)
↵R = d⇠R · ⇠†R (27)
FV = dV   igV 2 (28)
The anomalous WZW in the presence of light vector
mesons are given by
 anom =  WZW +
4X
i=1
ciLi (29)
L1 = Tr
⇥
↵ˆ3L↵ˆR   ↵ˆ3R↵ˆL
⇤
(30)
L2 = Tr [↵ˆL↵ˆR↵ˆL↵ˆR] (31)
L3 = iTr [FV (↵ˆL↵ˆR   ↵ˆR↵ˆL)] (32)
L4 = iTr
h
FˆL↵ˆL↵ˆR   FˆR↵ˆR↵ˆL
i
. (33)
Let us ignore the external gauge fields by setting lµ =
rµ = 0 and keep only the pions and vector mesons Vµ,
thus L3,4 are zero. Under these assumptions then
 anom = LWZW   15C (c1L1 + c2L2)c1 c2= 1 (34)
with
C =  i Nc
240⇡2
, (35)
and LWZW is the familiar Wess-Zumino-Witten term for
pions [10–12]:
LWZW = 2Nc
15⇡2f5⇡
✏µ⌫⇢ Tr[⇡@µ⇡@⌫⇡@⇢⇡@ ⇡] (36)
Expanding ↵L,R in terms of ⇡ up to O(g/f3⇡) results in
L1 =  4c1gC
f3⇡
✏µ⌫⇢ Tr[@µ⇡@⌫⇡@⇢⇡V ] (37)
and
L2 = 4c2gC
f3⇡
✏µ⌫⇢ Tr[Vµ@⌫⇡@⇢⇡@ ⇡@⇢⇡] (38)
where C is defined in Eq. 35. These new vector meson
terms generate additional 3-to-2 interactions between the
pions, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
An important constraint on the model is the 2-to-
2 scattering cross section. The bullet cluster con-
straints place an upper limit of around 1 cm2/g on
 scatter/mDM [6]. In our model this 2-to-2 cross section
can be calculated by the ChPT Lagrangian:
 scatter =
m2⇡
192⇡f4⇡m
4
V
⇥
(81a4g4f4⇡ + 216a
2f2⇡g
2m2V + 154m
4
V )
(39)
where the degenerate pion (vector meson masses) are
given by m⇡ (mV ). In the limit where the vector mesons
decouple,  scatter reduces to the value found in Ref. [8].
The upper bounds on  scatter/m⇡ places a lower bound
on m⇡; in the minimal QCD-like model without vec-
tor mesons, this produces a tension between the require-
ments that m⇡/f⇡ < 2⇡ and the lower bound of m⇡ [8].
Relic Density.—In the SIMP model, where the 3 ! 2
number-changing processes are dominant, the resulting
Boltzmann equation for one species of DM is given by
dnDM
dt
+ 3HnDM =  h v2i3!2(n3DM   n2DMneqDM ).
In the presence of an exact flavor symmetry there are
N⇡ = 8 mass degenerate pions, and suppose n1 = n2 =
. . . = n8 = n, we can define nDM =
P8
i=1 ni. Thus the
resulting Boltzmann equation for the total DM density
is
Y 0DM =  
⇢⌃h v2i
N3⇡x
5
(Y 3DM   Y 2DMY eqDM ). (40)
where ⌃h v2i is the sum of the relevant sub-processes af-
ter thermal averaging, with Y = nDM/s, ⇢ =
s2(m⇡)
H(m⇡)
, and
x = m⇡/T . The SIMP paradigm requires that the dark
sector remains in kinetic equilibrium with the SM [7],
this is accomplished via a dark Higgs [13] or additional
dark gauge bosons such as the Z 0 [14, 15], which are not
discussed further in this work.
In the case of a resonance (mV ⇡ 3m⇡) the thermal av-
erage takes a Breit-Wigner form as discussed in Ref. [16]:
h ijk!mnv2iR = 3
4
⇡x3
1X
l=0
bl
l!
Gl(zR;x), (41)
with zR = ✏ + i ,   =
mV  
9m2⇡
, and ✏ = m
2
V  9m2⇡
9m2⇡
. In
the case of SIMP mesons with a significant vector meson
We choose a small epsilon [say, 0.1 (near resonance) ] 
and a small gamma (NWA)
New diagrams involveng dark vector mesons
⇡+⇡ ⇡0 ! ! ! K+K (K0K0)
(for 3 pi resonance case)
Results
•The allowed parameter space is in a better 
shape now, especially for 2 pi resonance 
case
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a function of m⇡. The case without and with vector mesons are shown in black lines and colored lines respectively. We have
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p
1 + ✏V on left(right) plots. In both plots, c1   c2 =  1 and ✏V = 0.1 are taken.
our interest, so we didn’t include it in our analysis.
While the !8 primarily decays to three pions because
m! < 2mK in the usual SM QCD, this is not necessar-
ily true in the case f dark QCD since w can vary the
pion/kaon mass. Since we are assuming all the eight pi-
ons/kaons are degenerate in mass, two-body decays such
as !8 ! KK could be allowed as well as usual three-body
decays such as !8 ! 3⇡. Then we find that the widths
of vector mesons with degenerate masses are identical as
follows,
 V =
a2g2mV
256⇡
✓
1  4m
2
⇡
m2V
◆3/2
. (25)
If we chose a QCD-like set of parameters (a ⇡ 2, c1 c2 =
 1 and c3 = 1), the widths of vector mesons would be
sizable for values of m⇡/f⇡ that yield the correct relic
density. However, if a⌧ 1, then the mass relation,m2V =
ag2f2⇡ ⇡ 9m2⇡ or 4m2⇡, is maintained with  V /mV ⌧ 1.
For 3! 2 processes, we take the vector meson masses
near the resonances and make the thermal average under
the narrow width approximation with  V /mV ⌧ 1 in
Eq. (23). Then, the thermal averaged 3! 2 annihilation
cross section becomes [33]
h v2iR ⇡
(
81⇡
128 ✏
4
V x
3e 
3
2 ✏V x, mV ⇡ 3m⇡,
8
3
p
⇡ ✏3/2V x
1/2 e ✏V x, mV ⇡ 2m⇡,
(26)
where the e↵ective 3 ! 2 cross section before ther-
mal average is taken to be ( v2) = bV  V
(✏V  u2)2+ 2V , with
 being the velocity-independent coe cient, (✏V ,  V ) =
(m
2
V  4m2⇡
4m2⇡
, mV  V4m2⇡
) and u2 = 12 (v
2
1 + v
2
2)   14v23 for two-
pion resonances or (✏V ,  V ) = (
m2V  9m2⇡
9m2⇡
, mV  V9m2⇡
) and
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u2 = 13 (v
2
1 + v
2
2 + v
2
3) for three-pion resonances. Then,
we can solve the Boltzmann equation by fixing the vector
meson masses or ✏V and find the condition for the correct
relic density.
In Fig. 2, we illustrate contours of constant relic den-
sity (⌦h2 ⇡ 0.119) for m⇡ vs m⇡/f⇡ and the dark
pion self-scattering cross section as a function of m⇡
for the value of f⇡ that yields the correct relic den-
sity. Parametrizing vector meson masses by mV =
2(3)m⇡
p
1 + ✏V on left(right) plots, we have chosen c1 
c2 =  1, c3 = 1 and ✏V = 0.1 for both plots in Fig. 2.
Taking the WZW terms without vector mesons, we show
the relic density condition in black dot-dashed lines and
the self-scattering cross section without vector mesons in
black dotted lines in both plots, respectively. For di↵er-
ent choices of a, the relic density condition is satisfied in
colored solid lines and the corresponding self-scattering
cross sections are shown in colored dashed lines.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, the value of m⇡/f⇡ needed
for the correct relic density is reduced due to vector me-
son resonances with a = O(1) (a ⌧ 1) for mV ⇠ 2m⇡
(mV ⇠ 3m⇡), as compared with the case with the WZW
terms without vector mesons. The self-scattering cross
section in our scenario with vector mesons is greatly re-
duced due to a smaller value of m⇡/f⇡ than in the case
without vector mesons. We have checked that varying
the anomalous parameters c1,2,3, acceptable values for
the relic density and the self-scattering cross section can
be obtained within the validity region of chiral perturba-
tion theory with light vector mesons.
We remark on the vector meson coupling, gV ⇡⇡ =
3
2 (1)
p
a(m⇡/f⇡)
p
1 + ✏V , near the three(two)-pion reso-
nance, from Eqs. (14) and (15). First, for mV ⇠ 3m⇡,
c1   c2 =  1 and c3 = 1 (on right in Fig. 2), the correct
relic density requires m⇡/f⇡ . 6(4.5) for a = 0.1(0.01)
and m⇡ . 1GeV, but we need gV ⇡⇡ . 3.0(0.7) in this
case. For mV ⇠ 2m⇡, c1   c2 =  1 and c3 = 1
(on left in Fig. 2), the correct relic density requires
m⇡/f⇡ . 5.5(4) for a = 1(0.1) and m⇡ . 1GeV, result-
ing in gV ⇡⇡ . 5.8(1.3), which is comparable to the case
with mV ⇠ 3m⇡. Then, the unitarity violation is delayed
to much higher energy scales due to vector mesons in our
scenario, although not far from the scale of vector meson
masses, for instance, through V ⇡ ! ⇡⇡.
O↵ the resonance poles, there is still a meaningful
improvement of perturbativity with vector mesons. In
Figs. 3 and 4, we take the vector meson masses o↵
the resonance poles to ✏V = 0.3 and 0.5 with respect
to mV = 2m⇡ and mV = 3m⇡ on left and right panels,
respectively. With mV = 3m⇡
p
1 + ✏V and ✏V = 0.5,
the correct relic density requires m⇡/f⇡ . 8(6) for
a = 0.1(0.01) and m⇡ . 1GeV, thus gV ⇡⇡ . 4.6(1.6);
with mV = 2m⇡
p
1 + ✏V and ✏V = 0.3, the correct
relic density requires m⇡/f⇡ . 8(6) for a = 1(0.1) and
m⇡ . 1GeV, thus gV ⇡⇡ . 9(2). Therefore, we may tol-
erate vector meson masses to be further o↵ the resonance
conditions, mV = 2m⇡ or mV = 3m⇡, being consistent
with perturbativity and extending a viable parameter
space.
Before closing, two remarks are in order. First of all,
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FIG. 4: Similar contours of relic density for m⇡ and m⇡/f⇡ and elf-scattering cross section per DM mass as in Fig. 2. Vector
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if he assumption of degenera e masses is relaxed, the
thermal re c density could be achieved in ome in est-
ing parameter space, hich we hope to r tur in a future
publication. Secondly, in the SIMP scenario, the dark
sector is required to remain in kinetic equilibrium with
the SM [13]. This is accomplished via portal interac-
tions for dark scalars such as sigma field (or dark Higgs)
[35, 36] or dark photon [27, 37, 38], the details of which
would deserve a further study for the detection of SIMP
dark matter.
CONCLUSIONS
We have considered a SIMP scenario where dark pi-
ons in the dark QCD are light dark matter candidates.
Including dark vector mesons in the hidden gauge sym-
metry scheme, we showed that the 3 ! 2 annihilation
cross section can be enhanced near resonance poles to re-
alize the SIMP freeze-out mechanism, while reducing the
self-scattering cross section. As a result, we proposed
a consistent scenario for natural light dark matter with
3 ! 2 processes where there is no perturbativity prob-
lem for the parameter values rendering the correct relic
density.
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APPENDIX
Here we provide the details for the chiral Lagrangian
with vector mesons for QCD-like chiral symmetry,
SU(3)L ⇥ SU(3)R/SU(3)V , in the hidden local gauge
symmetry scheme. We also list the anomalous WZW
Lagrangian that is responsible for four-point interactions
between dark pions and vector mesons.
It is convenient to introduce the fields which transform
under global SU(3)L ⇥ SU(3)R and l cal SU(3)V as fol-
lows:
⇠L(x)! U(x)⇠L(x)L† (27)
⇠R(x)! U(x)⇠R(x)R† (28)
gVµ(x)! U(x) [@µ   igVµ(x)]U†(x) (29)
Dµ⇠L = (@µ   igVµ)⇠L(x) + i⇠L(x)lµ (30)
Dµ⇠R = (@µ   igVµ)⇠R(x) + i⇠R(x)rµ (31)
Here L 2 SU(3)L, R 2 SU(3)R and U(x) 2 SU(3)V ,
and we have implemented the global SU(3)L ⇥ SU(3)R
as local symmetries, by introducing lµ and rµ as gauge
fields of the local SU(3)L⇥SU(3)R gauge symmetries and
identifying them as the gauge bosons of any additional
dark gauge symmetries.
Then the chiral Lagrangian for dark pions and vector
Conclusion
• Hidden (dark) QCD models make an interesting possibility 
to study the origin of EWSB, (C)DM

• WIMP scenario is still viable, and will be tested to some 
extent by precise measurements of the Higgs signal 
strength and by discovery of the singlet scalar, which is 
however a formidable task unless we are very lucky

• SIMP scenario using 3->2 scattering via WZW term is 
interesting, but there are a few issues which ask for 
further study (dark resonance could play an important role 
for thermal relic and kinetic contact with the SM sector)
